Thoroughly Kissed

Thoroughly Kissed-Kristine Grayson 2012-06-01 Sleeping Beauty has sworn off kissing... Emma awakens to an entirely different world than the one she lived in a thousand years ago, and although she's the real Sleeping Beauty, her life is no fairy tale. After parting ways with her supposed Prince Charming, she's determined to be a normal girl—she hides her magic and swears off kissing strange men. But her gorgeous boss Michael knows there's something unusual about Emma, and he thinks she's as intoxicating as she is beautiful. Now Emma needs to teach Michael a lesson, which means mastering her magic. She knows she's flirting with danger, but after one look at Michael's perfect lips, all she can think is, "What's another thousand years ... ?" Welcome to the fantastic fairy tale world of Kristine Grayson, where the bumpy road to happily ever after is paved with surprises... Praise for Wickedly Charming "Unusual, whimsical, and wickedly clever, this funny romp takes a decidedly offbeat look at fairy tales from the characters' point of view, with delightful, magical results." --Library Journal

The Kiss of a Viscount-Linda Rae Sande 2013-03-12 A kiss is just a kiss... or is it? Having just inherited his uncle’s viscountcy, George Bennett-Jones is informed by his mistress that he must find a bride, preferably the daughter of an aristocrat. Through a series of lessons, she instructs George on the finer points of meeting and courting a woman of the ton—and she has one in mind for him. It’s love at first sight when George spies Lady Elizabeth Carlington dancing with the Earl of Trenton. But the auburn-haired beauty is quite sure the earl will offer for her hand, and she has every intention of keeping him being kissed by her best friend’s dog! When Elizabeth mentions the unfortunate kiss during the ball’s supper, George implies there is an art to kissing, innocently offering to replace her poor first impression with a proper kiss. Intrigued, and unaware that George is a viscount and a secret patron of her charity, Elizabeth accepts his offer at the next ball. George is more than happy to accommodate her. His kiss has the daughter of a marquess so stunned, so amazed and so aroused, she makes another rather unexpected request, one that gives George a chance against the blond-haired, blue-eyel Lord of Trenton. Will the evening he has planned for Elizabeth convince her to accept his hand in marriage? Or simply leave her with a vivid memory of what she will be missing if she accepts the earl's marriage proposal?

The lessons of a mistress prove invaluable in The Kiss of a Viscount.

Entrance To Dark Harbor-Mathias G. B. Colwell 2016-07-27 For twenty years the humans have held sway over the land by conquering or controlling the elves. But sinister developments in Dark Harbor threaten to upset the balance of power. In Andalaya the northern elves gather in numbers once again. War is brewing, and all events surrounding the conflict seem to lead directly to Elliyar Wintermoon. It will take every scrap of ability and power that Elliyar possesses to save his family and fight for his people.

Mistress of Greyladies-Anna Jacobs 2014-08-21 During World War I, the ancient manor house of Greyladies in rural Wiltshire is requisitioned for a hospital. Its mistress, Harriet Latimer, her husband Joseph and their two sons are allowed to stay in part of the house, but when tragedy strikes both sons, their house is turned over to the War Office. Life at Greyladies is now a whirlwind courtship, when they are drawn into a mysterious murder. Page is teaching part time at Kyoto University when a fellow professor dies of poisoning from the deadly puffball fish, fugu. Several other men have died in the same way, and Page begins to suspect that the professor was murdered because of his research into Japanese war crimes involving the use of women as slave labor. Page is tutoring a young Japanese girl who is training to become a geisha. This young girl becomes involved in the killings when she overhears a conversation between her geisha mother and her geisha mother’s patron. Page and Kenji travel to Europe, but when they return, the threat of danger still hangs over them. Page realizes that having all the money she could ever need doesn’t make her immune to that danger. She knows that someone wants to silence her, possibly forever, and she must rely on Kenji and his friends to save her. Kyoto, Tokyo, Kamakura, and Osaka are the settings for Kiss of the Geisha where every day life in Japan presents some interesting challenges for Page. Some familiar characters from Kyoto Connection return in this second book in the continuing series.

The Kiss of the Geisha-Deborah Kemp 2001-10-29 In Kiss of the Geisha, Page and Kenji Tanaka are enjoying a passionate life together following their whirlwind courtship, when they are drawn into a mysterious murder. Page is teaching part time at Kyoto University when a fellow professor dies of poisoning from the deadly puffball fish, fugu. Several other men have died in the same way, and Page begins to suspect that the professor was murdered because of his research into Japanese war crimes involving the use of women as slave labor. Page is tutoring a young Japanese girl who is training to become a geisha. This young girl becomes involved in the killings when she overhears a conversation between her geisha mother and her geisha mother’s patron. Page and Kenji travel to Europe, but when they return, the threat of danger still hangs over them. Page realizes that having all the money she could ever need doesn’t make her immune to that danger. She knows that someone wants to silence her, possibly forever, and she must rely on Kenji and his friends to save her. Kyoto, Tokyo, Kamakura, and Osaka are the settings for Kiss of the Geisha where every day life in Japan presents some interesting challenges for Page. Some familiar characters from Kyoto Connection return in this second book in the continuing series.

The Masque of the Black Tulip-Lauren Willig 2011-01-24 'But if modern manhood had let me down, at least the past boasted brighter specimens.' With the help of Mrs. Darrow, the Black Tulip, the Pink Carnation, that dashing trio of spies who kept Napoleon in a froth of rage and the feminine population of England in another sort of froth entirely, modern-day student Eloise Kelly has achieved a great academic coup by unmasking the elusive spy, the Pink Carnation, who saved England from Napoleon. But now she has a million questions about the Carnation’s deadly nemesis, the Black Tulip. And she’s pretty sure that handsome Colin Selwick has the answers somewhere in his family’s archives...

Forever Hostage-Jenny Ren 2013-06-26 Vampire Darcy’s Desire-Regina Jefferis 2009-10-13 "Vampire Darcy’s Desire" presents Jane Austen’s "Pride and Prejudice" as a heart-pounding vampire romance filled with passion and danger. Tormented by a 200-year-old curse and his fate as a half-human/half-vampire dhampir, Mr. Darcy vows to live forever alone rather than inflict the horrors of life as a vampire on an innocent wife. But when he comes to Netherfield Park, he meets the captivating Elizabeth Bennet. As a man, Darcy yearns for Elizabeth, but as a vampire, he is also driven to possess her. Uncontrollably drawn to each other, they are forced to confront a pride and prejudice never before imagined—while wrestling with the seductive power of forbidden love. Meanwhile, dark forces are at work all around them. Most ominous is the threat from George Wickham, the purveyor of the curse, a demon who vows to destroy each generation of Darcys. Written in authentic Austen style and faithful to its Regency-era setting, "Vampire Darcy’s Desire" retells the greatest love story of all time in a hauntingly imaginative fashion.

Mistress of Greyladies-Anna Jacobs 2014-08-21 During World War I, the ancient manor house of Greyladies in rural Wiltshire is requisitioned for a hospital. Its mistress, Harriet Latimer, her husband Joseph and their two sons are allowed to stay in part of the house, but when tragedy strikes both sons, their house is turned over to the War Office. Life at Greyladies is now a whirlwind courtship, when they are drawn into a mysterious murder. Page is teaching part time at Kyoto University when a fellow professor dies of poisoning from the deadly puffball fish, fugu. Several other men have died in the same way, and Page begins to suspect that the professor was murdered because of his research into Japanese war crimes involving the use of women as slave labor. Page is tutoring a young Japanese girl who is training to become a geisha. This young girl becomes involved in the killings when she overhears a conversation between her geisha mother and her geisha mother’s patron. Page and Kenji travel to Europe, but when they return, the threat of danger still hangs over them. Page realizes that having all the money she could ever need doesn’t make her immune to that danger. She knows that someone wants to silence her, possibly forever, and she must rely on Kenji and his friends to save her. Kyoto, Tokyo, Kamakura, and Osaka are the settings for Kiss of the Geisha where every day life in Japan presents some interesting challenges for Page. Some familiar characters from Kyoto Connection return in this second book in the continuing series.
Worse, who would protect Ashley's bodyguard?...once he broke the rules? Once he got too close to the president's daughter?

Not Another Wedding Jennifer McKenzie 2013-10 Yeah, yeah...happily ever after. Whatever. Sure, Poppy Sullivan believes in love...but love at first sight? Not likely. That's why she's determined to stop her good friend from marrying the wrong woman. So she sets out to work immediately and walks right into the very impressive chest of Beck LeFevre.

Not a good omen, considering how things ended up the last time he was in town. She isn't surprised to see Beck at his cousin's wedding, and she isn't surprised that he deserves a second chance. She's equally appalled at her inclination to give it to him. No way is she falling for his charm again! Although her vow to resist him may be too late...

Son of the Morning-Linda Howard 2009-11-24 New York Times bestselling author Linda Howard captivates readers in the deeply romantic tale of a contemporary woman who unravels an extraordinary mystery from the past—by living it. A scholar specializing in ancient manuscripts, Grace St. John never imagined that a cache of old documents she discovered was the missing link to a lost Celtic treasure. But as soon as she deciphered the legend of the Knights of the Templar—long fabled to hold the key to unlimited power—Grace becomes the target of a ruthless killer bent on abusing the coveted force. Determined to stop him, Grace needs the help of a warrior bound by duty to uphold the Templar's secret for all eternity.

But to find him— and to save herself— she must go back in time... to fourteenth-century Scotland... and to Black NiaI, a fierce man of dark fury and raw, unbridled desire. ...
When Life Gives You Oranges is a F/F contemporary romance connected to the Rainbow Central.

Lisa loves more than anything and that's fruit. As owner of a small juice business, she attends a yearly food festival to share her passion with the world. But this time, she's not the only fruit fanatic on the block and the competition is fierce. When she wins the top prize, the competition heats up. Lisa is determined to get to the next level.

Away from Here: Quebec, 1641. A tragic death and a tangled web of deceit force Catherine Compeaux to marry Stephen Marot, a man she does not love. The marriage is a disaster, and Catherine is forced to live with a possessive and controlling husband. However, when Catherine discovers evidence of her husband's involvement in the murder of a fellow citizen, she must choose between her love for the man and her duty to the community.

In the Philippines, a young man named Julian Caprin must decide whether to stay and fight for his country or leave and start a new life. The decision is made more difficult when his love interest, Sage, also faces a tough choice. Will they be able to overcome the obstacles that stand in their way and stay together?

The Doctor is in Love: Thailand, 2021. Dr. Joaquin MacMorlan and Dr. Sage共同 attending a conference in the Philippines. They meet again two years later, when they are both invited as speakers in an out-of-town medical conference of the Sta Gianna University Hospital. They have to compete with the other speakers for the best residency slot, but will they be able to win?

When Life Gives You Oranges-Arizona Tape There's one thing Lisa loves more than anything and that's fruit. As owner of a small juice business, she attends a yearly food festival to share her passion with the world. But this time, she's not the only fruit fanatic on the block and the competition is fierce. When she wins the top prize, the competition heats up. Lisa is determined to get to the next level.

Away from Here: Quebec, 1641. A tragic death and a tangled web of deceit force Catherine Compeaux to marry Stephen Marot, a man she does not love. The marriage is a disaster, and Catherine is forced to live with a possessive and controlling husband. However, when Catherine discovers evidence of her husband's involvement in the murder of a fellow citizen, she must choose between her love for the man and her duty to the community.

In the Philippines, a young man named Julian Caprin must decide whether to stay and fight for his country or leave and start a new life. The decision is made more difficult when his love interest, Sage, also faces a tough choice. Will they be able to overcome the obstacles that stand in their way and stay together?

The Doctor is in Love: Thailand, 2021. Dr. Joaquin MacMorlan and Dr. Sage共同 attending a conference in the Philippines. They meet again two years later, when they are both invited as speakers in an out-of-town medical conference of the Sta Gianna University Hospital. They have to compete with the other speakers for the best residency slot, but will they be able to win?
series but can be read entirely on its own. The Billionaire's Revenge (Mask #2)-Margarette Grey 2021-08-05 Brandon is back with a vengeance in a bolder, sexier story, filled with dark secrets and passion for Alyana that you’ll never forget... I died a long time ago. I was broken, lost, and damaged by my past. That is until I met Alyana—the most determined, impossibly passionate woman alive. She plucked me out of the dark, unbound me from my worst fears, and showed me that life is more than just surviving. She is my saving grace. But I destroyed that too by abandoning her when she needed me the most. Now she can’t bring herself to look at me, even without the mask I hid behind. I am the reason why we fell apart. Nevertheless, my plans to destroy my enemies will save us both. In the search for the truth about our intertwined pasts, we will find a way back to each other. What Alyana and I had shouldn’t have ended this way. But since it did, my revenge begins...

Personae-Ezza Pound 1990 Also includes A Draft of Cantos XXX.

Walrus Kisses Are Scratchy-Brent Weight 2016-08-26

One Night in a Lord’s Bed-Bethany M. Seffchick 2018-10-24 Inexpiably, Lady Violet Denton has been all but forgotten by her wasdtrel brother at a boarding school for nearly two years! She has been stuck there—and without proper funds—for so long that she has been forced to take employment as the school’s new French instructor. She could never have imagined that her once-beloved brother would abandon her in this fashion, but after such a long silence, she has little choice but to accept the truth. Out of all of the Bloody Duke’s men searching for the missing Miss Denton, of course it should be Lord Alexander Huffton, the Marquess of Buxton, that stumbles upon her in a remote section of Hertfordshire—to his great misfortune. A kind heart, an impulsive love affair, and a found out about the woman’s bed than that which is the case of an innocent young woman. And Violet is about as innocent as they come. However now that he has found her, Alex is duty-bound to return her, not to mention somehow break the news to her that her brother isn’t really her brother at all. As Alex and Violet travel toward London—and her brother—the desire growing between them fades until one night, it can no longer be denied. Is Alex willing to release Violet from his arms when the time comes? Or will he do what is necessary to claim her as his? This 95,000-word novel is written in the modern, Regency romance style for a slightly hotter and sexier read. It may not be appropriate for younger audiences.

Christmas Joy-Wilma Counts 2014-10-27 It's the most wonderful time of the year, and one fascinating feline offers the most glorious gift of all... To help his daughter Joy recover after the death of her mother, Justin Wingate brings her to a Christmas party. But the only ones to whom the girl will speak are a tiny white kitten—and bereaved widow Meghan Kenwick. Now it's up to an angelic ball of fur to mend ties, restore faith—and bring soulmates together... 30,000 Words

A Maiden's Ascension—William-S. Triplet 2001 In this fascinating memoir William S. Triplet continues the saga begun in his earlier book, A Youth in the Meuse-Argonne: A Memoir, 1917-1918. After serving in World War I, Triplet chose to become a career military man and entered West Point. Upon graduation in 1924, his assignments were routine-to segments in the Southwest and in Panama or as an officer in charge of Reserve Officers' Training Corps units or of men sent to a tank school. All this changed, however, when a new war opened in Europe. From 1940 to1942, Triplet was assigned to the Twenty-first Armored Division at Fort Benning, Georgia, where he engaged in testing new weapons and machines for the expanding army. He became a colonel in December 1942. After leaving Benning he received posts with four armored forces: the Thirteenth Armored Division forming in the United States, an amphibious tank and troop carrier group training at Fort Ord, California, and the Second and Seventh Armored Divisions in Europe. His extraordinary abilities as a tank commander became evident in the Seventh Armored, where he took over a four-thousand-man unit known as Combat Command A. He was soon moving from triumph to triumph as he led his unit into Germany. Here was much room for professional judgment and decision, and the colonel was in his element. In the war's last days Triplet and his men fought their way to the Baltic, preventing many German troops from joining in the defense of Berlin against the advancing Soviet army. Although Triplet was recommended for brigadier general, Dwight D. Eisenhower believed the U.S. Army had enough generals to finish the war, thus, the indomitable Triplet served out the few remaining years of his career as a colonel. After retiring in 1954, Triplet moved to Leesburg, Virginia, where he soon began to mull over his military experiences. Fascinated by the history he had witnessed, engaged by the attraction of writing about it, he recorded his memories with a combination of verve, thoughtfulness, and harsh judgments concerning ranking officers he considered incompetent- generals not excluded. Through his annotations, Robert H. Ferrell provides the historical context for Triplet's experiences. Well written and completely absorbing, A Colonel in the Armored Divisions provides readers the rare opportunity to see firsthand what a real professional in the U.S. Army thought about America's preparation for and participation in the war against Germany and Japan.

From Blood and Ash-Jennifer L. Armentrout 2020-03-30 Captivating and action-packed, From Blood and Ash is a sexy, addictive, and unexpected fantasy perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas and Laura Thalassa. A Maiden… Chosen from birth to usher in a new era, Poppy’s life has never been her own. The life of the Maiden is solitary. Never to be touched. Never to be looked upon. Never to be spoken to. Never to experience pleasure. Waiting for the day of her Ascension, she would rather be with the guards, fighting back the evil that took her family, than preparing to be found worthy by the gods. But the choice has never been hers. A Duty… The entire kingdom’s future rests on Poppy’s shoulders, something she’s not even quite sure she wants for herself. Because a Maiden has a heart. And a soul. And longing. And when Hawke, a golden-eyed guard honor bound to ensure her safety, becomes the object of her forbidden and what is right becomes blurred. Poppy is not only on the verge of losing her heart and being found unworthy by the gods, but also her life when every blood-soaked thread that holds her world together begins to unravel. Reviews for From Blood and Ash: “Dreamy, twisty, steamy romance. Take me back!” - New York Times bestseller Wendy Higgins “Jennifer Armentrout has the power to control my emotions with every word she writes. From swooning to crying to racing through the pages to find out what happens next, I couldn’t stop reading about Hawke and Poppy, and you won’t be able to either.” - Brigid Kemmerer, New York Times Bestselling Author “Jennifer Armentrout has stepped into the fantasy genre with this absolutely amazing novel. With characters you will love and more than a few twists and turns, get ready for one amazing adventure.” - Perpetual Fangirl “This magnificent book has so many pieces in every section of this novel that you will be spinning. Jennifer L. Armentrout has created another masterpiece that I will be rushing to buy, and will be telling everyone to read it ASAP!” - Jerica @My Nose in YA Books “From Blood to Ash is the first high fantasy book from Jennifer L. Armentrout, but hopefully not the last. Like all her other works, her ability to create worlds, create swoon worthy men, and feisty strong female characters is amazing. Fantasy, mystery, romance, betrayal, love, and steamy scenes, this book has it all.” - Lisa @ The Blonde Book Lover “From Blood & Ash is everything we love about JLA’s fantasy writing...pumped up on steroids. There’s epic world building and plot twists, a strong female lead, a swoon worthy book hottie, a steamy forbidden
love story, and side characters that can't help but steal your heart. My mind was blown by the end of this book." - Kris S. (frantic4romantic) "Step into an exciting new fantasy world by Jennifer L. Armentrout, From Blood And Ash takes you on a fantastic ride with twists and turns galore. Characters you will love to laugh and cry with. A phenomenal start to an exciting new series." - Lori Dunn an avid reader "From Blood and Ash was everything I wanted in a high fantasy novel. The myths, the legends, the epic romance, and an adventure that will keep you on your toes beginning to end. I couldn’t put the book down. Truly a brilliant start to what I believe will be yet another amazing series by Jennifer L. Armentrout." - Sabrina, Books Are My Life "Jennifer L. Armentrout takes her first step into the high fantasy genre with From Blood and Ash. A story of forbidden love, lies, secrets, and betrayal - it will leave you wanting more after the very last page." - Love Just Is Books "From Blood and Ash is like reading my favorite book for first time." - Raquel Herrera "With From Blood and Ash, Jennifer Armentrout successfully takes on the genre of high fantasy, proving, once again, that she is a master of her craft. Filled with epic adventure, forbidden romance, deceit, lies, and betrayal, FB&A draws you in from page one and refuses to let go!" - Erica, The Rest Just Falls Away "Jennifer L. Armentrout comes trough once again with From Blood and Ash as it kept me enthralled throughout the full book. You won't be able to put down this epic story once you start." - Julalicious Book Paradise "From Blood and Ash strikes the perfect balance between fantasy and romance elements leaving the world feeling live in and full while allowing the relationship between the main characters feeling real and authentic." - Nads Book Nook, Nadine Bergeron "Be prepared to spend your whole day reading From Blood and Ash. Once you start reading this high fantasy novel, you won't want to put it down." - Love Book Triangle "From Blood and Ash is absolutely breath taking. JLA does what she does best by creating a fantastical world filled with romance, lies, betrayal, adventure and all things we love and expect from JLA characters that melt our hearts and steal our hearts and souls. I cannot wait for the next one!" - Pia Colon "From Blood and Ash, Jennifer L. Armentrout brought to life a high fantasy that is enthralling. Another masterful addition to my collection. Get ready to stay on your toes from start to end." - Amy Oh, Reader by the Mountains "From Blood and Ash is the first high fantasy novel by Jennifer L Armentrout and she absolutely nails it. This is fantasy for skeptics and unbelievers because it makes you want to be a fantasy fan! This page turner makes you want to devour it in one night and at the same time savor every detail. Heart stopping and inspiring and grips you from page one." - Tracy Kirby "An intriguing puzzle of a world, a ruthless hero, a determine heroin, and a plot that will keep you up late, this book is one of the best I’ve read this year." - Valerie from Stuck In Books "From Blood and Ash, a thrilling high fantasy that packs a punch, each page will leave you wanting more!" - Tracey, Books & Other Pursuits Below the Line - J. R. Helton 2000-07 Movies have replaced the circus and the carnival as the traveling sideshow for the masses of America today, providing longed for escape from day-to-day reality. In the actual movie business, one is either above the line or below the line, the demarcation where the real money and power starts and stops. In a personal attempt to separate fact from fiction, the author takes a look at the beautiful, and the not-so-beautiful, people who work in films, in a behind the scenes account of “movie magic” from the thoroughly kissed bottom.
Eventually, you will categorically discover a other experience and talent by spending more cash. yet when? reach you take that you require to acquire those all needs taking into account having significantly cash? Why don't you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to comprehend even more almost the globe, experience, some places, similar to history, amusement, and a lot more?

It is your entirely own times to work reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could enjoy now is **Thoroughly Kissed** below.
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